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Chameleon5R
A rugged multi-modal biometric handheld device.
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For mobile identity registration, verification 
and ID document authentication. 

Multi-Modal
Biometrics

Portable and
Rugged

Identity Document
Authentication

Chameleon5R

All from the palm of your hand
Registration, verification and authentication

Chameleon 5R is a multi-modal biometric handheld. It has all 

the features to register and verify individuals, such as a 

fingerprint scanner, dual iris scanner, face capture camera 

and contactless card reader. Automatically authenticate any 

identity document in the world.

Verification

Registration

Doc Authentication

Doc Reading

Mobility

Registration Speed

3 minutes
An identity in
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Accessories

Document authentication  
Enhanced forensic

Chameleon 5R has enhanced forensic document authentication 
capabilities. It allows the capture of identity documents with UV, IR, and 
white light for authenticity checks. Our advanced NFC (Near Field 
Communication) reads any identity document chip, so you can 
authenticate individuals instantly.

Utility Holster
Adjustable and rugged 
nylon carry pouch with 
a variety of attachment 
options.

Docking Station
Fast-charging docking 
station, able to charge 
the device and one 
battery simultaneously. 

Protective Case
IP67 case including 
powerbank, photo 
backdrop, thermal 
printer and solar panel.

Multi-Charger
Fast-charge up to 5 
batteries simultaneously. 
LCD display indicates the 
status of each battery. 

Designed for on-the-go
Chameleon 5R is rugged, lightweight, and easy to operate. It's designed for on-the-go and can operate without an internet 

connection. Need more than nine hours of operating time? Quickly swap the battery or charge it with the solar panel.

White Light IR (Infra Red) LightUV (Ultra Violet) Light

Fold-up Solar PanelIP67 Hard Case

Power Bank

Tools and Maintenance Kit

Photo Background Selection

Printer

A: Photo Stand or B: Photo Cloth

A: Thermal Printer or B: A4 Printer
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A rugged multi-modal biometric handheld device.
Chameleon 5R

Product Highlights

Fingerprint
Scanner 

Iris
Scanner 

4G/ Wi-Fi/ 
Bluetooth/
GPS

Camera NFC

Barcode
Scanner Rugged

V3.4 - 2022

UV/IR Light

AndroidTouch
Screen 


